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{Scratch n’sniff}
stale popcorn
A FIXTURE AT ANY
CARNIVAL. WHEN
THE SURFACE OF THE
PAPER IS RUBBED. IT IS
SIMILAR TO SCRATCH
N’ SNIFF, BUT FOR THE
BEST RESULTS WE TELL
PEOPLE TO GENTLY RUB
THE SURFACE WITH TWO
OR MORE FINGERS TO
RELEASE THE SCENT.
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AMAZINGLY TRUE
EXCERPTS FROM
ONLINE FORUMS:
{ the 21st century freakshow }

Willing to confess, unveil or unravel your
personal secrets to the world, where do you
turn? The travelling sideshow has long left
town. Well take note natural wonders, freaks
and psychological marvels. You need not
despair. A new circus has arrived in town,
and it’s only a click away.
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THE BEARDED LADY
Internet Topic Forum: //excessive hair

Since i was 13 it started growing now
there is hair around my body it’s black
hair from my face like a mans beard and
all, its grows on my Chest, stomache,
groin, butt, legs, and some other areas,
my life is very hard living with cruel
people. After I shave I feel cute but mostly,

I am a freak of
nature, gods
cruel joke since
the platapus
{ Illustration: John Belisle & Adam Rogers }
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“it’s logical to
think Aliens are
up to no good.”

THE CONSPIRACY THEORIST
Internet Topic Forum: //aliens

It makes sense and it’s logical to think
Aliens are up to no good. People should
not trust them or take any gifts. The worst
part is the rich elite have all ready sold us
out! for thier own proﬁt. Although it’s not
worth the paper it’s printed on and isn’t
gauranteed. WILL SOMEBODY PLEASE
RESPOND, IS THERE ANYONE OUT
THERE, I THINK WE SHOULD DISCUSS
{ Photography: Peter Holst }
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THE SNAKE CHARMER
Internet Topic Forum: //snakes

I read always snakes cant feel but I know
thats wrong. My friend who would know,
says you can develop a relationship and
have them know you. Even love you.
Her 12ft piebald Python has slept with
her for 3 months now. He hasn’t tried
anything on her, perfect behaviour.
And if someone comes into the room he
hisses and lunges trying to protect her.
If he is smart enough to protect her it
shows he cares. And any snake that can
get an emotional attachment to a person
stands to reason they feel love…

I think her case
will be used in
the future to
prove that a
snake can love.
{ Illustration: Jessica Fortner }
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VINTAGE ALIENS
Internet Topic Forum: //aliens among us

We were walking the dog in the woods
and saw movement through the trees.
As we rounded the corner, we came upon
the oddest group of people. Their clothing
was weird – top hats, full length skirts,
lacy blouses. They had set up some kind
of picnic in the clearing. We thought they
might have time-travelled and got stuck
here and were trying to act like humans in
the present century.

Later we ﬁgured
they were aliens
trying to act
human and
completely failing.
{ Photography: Mike Savage }
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BODY ODOR BOYFRIEND
Internet Topic Forum: //body odor

I keep obsessing about his stink. How to
tell someone the truth about having foul
smelling body odor without having it
taken for a deadly insult and the risk of
reprisals. I would like to help but I fear the
consequences of telling him that I cannot
have him in the house anymore because
he stinks the whole place. Even when you
go to a room he is not in… you smell him.
It makes me hate him and forget about
love, it got drowned out by his stink long
ago. Have you any workable suggestions?

“forget about love,
it got drowned out
by his stink long ago.”
{ Illustration: Ryan Heshka }
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GEORGE JONES SINGS
Internet Topic Forum: //celebrity

George Jones songs repeat over and
over again in my head until i play the
song just as good as he can. When i ﬁrst
meet someone i like for the ﬁrst time,
I start planning how soon I can sing it
to impress them. It’s all I think about,
wish I could stop doing this as no ladies
today seem to like George Jones.

“George Jones
songs repeat
over and over
in my head.”
{ Photography: Mike Savage }
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I am not obsessed with chem
trails but it bugs me why
they do it. It’s like if you’re
a pig and the farmer sprays
you with a ﬁne mist of poo.
If your’e the pig you don’t
give a poo. But we aren’t pigs
I hope. So stand up and ask
questions to the government
or your’e nothing but sheep.
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ALYSSA’S USED FLOSS
Internet Topic Forum: //celebrity crush

I am obsessed with
Alyssa Milano and
her dental ﬂoss.
And the crew that
worked on the set
of Who’s my Boss
are completely
taking advantage
of me on ebay.
{ Illustration: John Belisle }
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THE DOPPLER TODDLER
Internet Topic Forum: //my child

I know kids are strange but my 4 year old son
endlessly stares at the Doppler Radar on tv
until it puts him to sleep. He also remembers
the names of every business we pass by in
the car, and yells them out as we pass them
by. It makes us laugh every time. But we are
starting to think he may be Autistic.

“my 4 year old son
endlessly stares
at the Doppler
Radar on tv until it
puts him to sleep.”
{ Illustration: John Spriggs }
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THE HAPPY STRONGMAN
Internet Topic Forum: //steroids

I ﬁnd that the pharmacy steroids has no
bad side affects like the underground
roids from Brazil that used to screw me up.
I make love like a beast. The only anger i
get is when some guy starts spotting me
during my set and not ask. And guys
thinking thier huge with chicken legs
and huge arms from stacking growth
hormones with insulin. I’m really nice
and very giving on it. I’ve never felt better.
I’m dreading the day I have to stop.

“I make love like

a beast

”.

{ Illustration: Adam Rogers }
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SEND IN THE CREEPY CLOWN
Internet Topic Forum: //clown fears

I have seen clown monsters on the Astral
level and it makes me question clowns
that entertain children. I think it may be
an attempt to get kids to believe in these
entities. Others have seen these monsters
too but seem hesitant and uncomfortable
to say so on this forum.
{ Photography: Adam Blasberg }
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THE SHRINKING HAIRLINE MAN
Internet Topic Forum: //balding

I am ﬁxated on my boyfriend’s
hairline and how much it has
been receding recently. His hair
is quite dark and his skin is so
white it’s translucent, you can’t
help notice it receding. I feel
guilty especially considering
my own hair battles and hairr
shedding episodes and how
good he was to me, I get angry
y
that it doesn’t phase him. :oops:
ps:
ps
{ Illustration: John Belisle }
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THE PREPARED PREPPER
Internet Topic Forum: //end of world

There’s a computer in Zurick than can
detect every person on the planet it’s
called The Eye. It will control us all.
Now human existence faces the worst
satanic plague ever. I have no doubt it
will happen this year. I have spent $5000
MORE on shells, gas cooker, water tablets,
tents ect. I said before I would Quit my job
but i have a lot of holidays built up so I am
going to try to use those up ﬁrst. You have
to have a plan when it comes down.

“Now human
existence faces
the worst satanic
plague ever.”
{ Photography: Raeff Miles }
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THE INCREDIBLE INK MAN

HE’S COVERED IN INK!
unbelievably vivid and rich.
Thanks to Flash Reproductions
A printing company. That likes a challenge. They also like a
beautiful ﬁnished product. They’re always looking to combine
the two, and will work tirelessly with you to do just that.

VISIT US ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB
www.flashreproductions.com
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HER SKIN IS SMOOTH
AND SILKY LIKE PAPER!
Chorus Art Silk ﬁnish paper to be exact.
Chorus Art, the FSC certiﬁed paper is a
testament to the Burgo mill’s commitment in
producing high quality papers in a sustainable
manner. The ideal choice for the environmentally
conscious consumer.
• 30 percent post consumer ﬁbres
• Manufactured acid and elemental chlorine free
• Availiable from a 60lb. text up to a 130lb. cover
in both a gloss and silk ﬁnish.
www.unisourcedesign.ca burgopapers.com

THIS ISSUE HAS BEEN PRINTED ON CHORUS ART SILK FINISH, 100LB. TEXT AND 100LB. COVER
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{CONTR IBUTORS  }
THANKS is all we can say to the great line-up of illustrators and photographers who
helped the obsessions come to life. The credit for this issue truly lands on the talented
hands of everyone who contributed. A special thanks to Flash and Unisource for
asking us to put the magazine together. John Belisle, Creative Director, Signals

JOHN BELISLE

CALEF BROWN

RICK SEALOCK

john@signals.ca

calefbrown.com

ricksealock.com

RAEFF MILES

RYAN HESHKA

PETER HOLST

raeffmilesphoto.com

ryanheshka.com

peterholstphotographic.com

JESSICA FORTNER

ADAM ROGERS

JOHN SPRIGGS

jessicafortner.com

adamrogers.com

spriggsisagiant.com

MIKE SAVAGE

ADAM BLASBERG

21stops.com

adamblasberg.com

SIGNALS DESIGN is known for
bringing clarity to complex issues.
This translates into sound strategy
and fresh ideas for branding
programs, corporate and marketing
materials, communications
campaigns and websites.

WAYWARD ARTS is an
inspirational monthly magazine
showcasing the pure unﬁltered
spirit of Canadian graphic design.
Each month a prominent Canadian
design studio will design a new
issue ﬁlled with innovative design,
featuring specialty printing
and ﬁnishing techniques. Every
issue will be an unpredictable
expression of creativity!

UNISOURCE is the leading
national distributor of
commercial printing and
imaging papers, deeply
committed to the Canadian
graphic design community
and corporate communication
marketing departments.
Contact SUSAN CORBEIL
scorbeil@unisource.ca

FLASH REPRODUCTIONS is widely
considered to be Canada’s most
innovative and versatile print
production facility, collaborating
with brilliant designers to produce
award-winning results since 1969.

Burgo Group produces quality
papers that keep abreast of changing
market trends, always remaining
at the service of those who
communicate using printed media.

PRINT SPECS:
PAPER – Chorus Art Silk
100 lb. text and 100 lb. cover.
INKS – Four-colour process,
match red, match teal, spot UV.
SMELL – Scratch n’ sniff popcorn.

Contact: RICH PAUPTIT
rich@ﬂashreproductions.com

WAYWARD ARTS STAFF
Rich Pauptit – Biological Father

Burgo Group’s business model
aims to achieve a balance between
economic growth and social and
environmental responsibility.
www.burgopapers.com

David Gallant – Guidance Councilor

Derek Emerson – Truant Ofﬁcer
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